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Life entails a great deal of uncertainty, shaping our careers and personal paths in
unexpected ways. Paul Schoemaker examines eight complementary approaches which can
improve the odds of favorable outcomes, both in business and in life. This strategic road
map will help you to increase the number of times luck smiles upon you and to incur risks
only when you have a sufficient statistical advantage.
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he Oxford dictionary defines
luck as “success or failure apparently brought by chance
rather than through one’s own
actions.”1 This definition focuses on
outcomes in which random factors
played a dominant role. At its core,
then, luck is about random events
occurring by chance, a field that
has been extensively studied in statistics as well as decision making,
economics, physics, and biology
(random variation). Most people
view luck as the opposite of determinism, control, or strategic intent.
But because we can often influence
situations in which chance plays
a role, these forces are actually
linked. In creative fields like art,
science, and business, serendipity
– the unintended discovery of beneficial events or occurrences - may
be brought on by indirect design
as well as by pure luck.2 My recommendations reflect academic research on decision making, strategy, and innovation, including some
of my own. I also draw on personal
experiences in founding and running companies, as well as in advising numerous organizations worldwide. I have long been intrigued by
why some people or firms seem so
lucky in business, and have always
wondered to what extent strategic
designs underpinned their good
fortune.

Rather than hope for the
best and wait for good
things to happen, shape
your circumstances so
that good luck will find you
more often.
Dumb vs Smart Luck

The first challenge is to reframe
your views about luck and realize
that it usually entails much more
than random chance. Yes, the

primary force behind luck is the
way that probabilities play out, but
there are things you can do to shift
the odds in your favor. Rather than
hope for the best and wait for good
things to happen (dumb luck), shape
your circumstances so that good
luck will find you more often (smart
luck). The extent to which success
in life is due to luck or skill is in the
eye of the beholder and may therefore vary by person, culture, and
even language. But whatever your
view on luck, there are strategies
that will increase the odds that Lady
Fortune will smile upon you. This
may not work when you are playing
games of pure chance like state lotteries3 or roulette, but when the mix
of skill and chance is complex and
partly under your control, why not
try smart luck?
Most business opportunities
lie at the fuzzy intersection of luck
and preparation, so you need to be
ready when the stars align. Without
strategic preparation, many random
opportunities will pass you unnoticed, just as they did Romanian
boxer Serafim Todorov. After beating
Floyd Mayweather Jr in the semi-finals of the 1996 Olympics in Atlanta,
Todorov was guaranteed either a
silver or a gold medal. A group of
American boxing promoters offered
him a lucrative contract, ready for
signing, before the final match. Being
unprepared to be favored by such
luck, Todorov refused on the spot.
He failed to recognize how perfectly
the stars were aligning for him, just
this one time in his life. He went
on to lose the final match (settling
for silver) and became embroiled
in suspicions that he had fixed the
fight.
The promoters, meanwhile,
had turned to young Mayweather
when Todorov refused them.
Mayweather was psychologically
ready for breakthrough success.
Despite having just lost his semi-final, he had the ambition, analytic
smarts, and presence of mind to

seize this golden opportunity. He
signed the contract and became
the world’s most famous featherweight boxer. Floyd Mayweather
never lost another match and eventually amassed over $280 million in
personal wealth.4 Todorov was just
not poised to act decisively when
opportunity knocked and made a
bad snap decision. He still lives in a
modest apartment in the small town
of Pazardzhik in southern Romania,
across from a burned-out coffee hut.
He has plenty of winning photos
and boxing trophies to keep him
company, along with daily regrets
about what could have been. Without steady work, Todorov and his
wife subsist on a state pension of 400
euros per month.
These contrasting cases of
dumb and smart luck demonstrate
how, by strategizing and being
prepared to seize the moment when
it arrives, we can often influence
the circumstances in which luck
may strike. The meta-strategies
described below can help anyone to
better play the game of luck so as to
have a competitive edge in business
and life. Although my focus here is
on better managing the upside of
luck in business, many of these strategies can be applied to any part of
life, to find the good luck and avoid
the bad. Figure 1 lays out the eight
meta-strategies under a conceptual
umbrella of four key phases: creating opportunities, assessing risk and
return, refining your strategy and
changing your mindset.

1. Position Yourself Better

Most people are unduly constrained
by their current location, implicit
assumptions, or self-image. If you
are toiling thanklessly in a backwater business or organization, it
is unlikely that you will encounter
many lucky breaks. The place where
you happen to start your career is
seldom the best place from which to
succeed in the long term. For college
track star Marilyn King, the key to
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smart luck was a fundamental shift in
mindset. She stopped thinking ‘I am
an average, hardworking athlete and
I hope to someday be on the relay
team that goes to the national championships’ and adopted the seemingly outrageous thought, ‘I could be in
the Olympics.’5 In short, if you want
to be number one, you must start to
think and act like number one. For
King, that meant quitting her job,
moving to California, and devoting
all her time to her sport.
She found herself an excellent
coach, a supportive environment,
and a stellar twenty-year pentathlon
career, earning five national titles, a
World Record, and a place on the US
Olympic team in Munich in 1972 and
Montreal in 1976. Without an Olympic mindset like King’s, it’s hard to
design the conditions that produce
smart luck. The challenge is to overcome the self- limiting perspectives,
parochial views, or critical assumptions that are holding you back.
Are you in the right job, business,
or social group to be favored by
chance? Which of your assumptions
are holding you down and how can
you test them? In my book Brilliant
Mistakes, I explored how entrepreneurs and innovative leaders tend

Are you in the right
job, business, or social
group to be favored by
chance? Which of your
assumptions are holding
you down and how can
you test them?
to be unusually willing to test their
most deeply held assumptions, even
when they are confident that they’re
correct.6
Practical pointers: Conduct an
audit of where you are vs. where you
want to be; who do you know that
has successfully repositioned themselves and how; how extensively
have you deployed the eight strategies in the diagram below?

2. Improve Peripheral Vision

Opportunities are all around us, but
we may focus so intently on a specific few that we miss a hundred
others. Once you have put yourself
in a better environment, physically
or mentally, try to become a keener observer. Sometimes luck may
actually knock loudly on your door,
but most opportunities will not be

Figure 1: Conceptual Structure
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presented on a gold platter. Like
Easter eggs, you have to find them
yourself. If you keep looking in the
wrong places, good luck will simply
pass you by. In a famous attention
study, participants were shown a
film of six people and asked to count
how many times they passed a basketball. In their focus on passes,
half the participants failed to see
a person dressed as a gorilla stroll
through the game, turn to pound
his chest at the camera, and walk
away.7 Likewise, taking a narrow
view of our own opportunities can
ruin our peripheral vision. Don’t be
the person who looks for their lost
keys only near the lamp post, where
the light is best; search a wider field,
explore the shadows, and hone your
peripheral vision.
Andy Grove, former Chairman
and CEO of Intel, emphasized that,
“when spring comes, snow first melts
at the periphery, because that’s
where it is most exposed.” Look for
new opportunities at the edges of
your business, scanning the horizon
like the roving beam of a lighthouse.
When something catches your interest, zoom in and explore it further.
Above all, don’t focus too narrowly.
FBI agents are trained to use splatter
vision when scanning a large crowd
for a would-be assassin. They direct
their gaze at infinity, looking right
through the crowd, which widens
their visual field to the maximum.
This allows them to spot suspicious motions, objects, or commotions across a wide area. When you
go to meetings, for example, try to
maintain a wide-angle view rather
than being absorbed by your own
concerns. What others say may be of
great importance, even if it’s beyond
your immediate interests. By being
able to see, hear, and explore more
widely than your colleagues, you
will be able to seize chances that
they miss.8
Practical pointers: Are you
often complimented by colleagues
for spotting peripheral signals?
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Compared to peers, how do you
score in being curious? Have you
taken note of people who excel at
exploring anomalies and asked them
how they do it?

3. Take Calculated Risks

The aforementioned strategies will
increase your chances of getting
lucky by offering you a wider range
of options. But how you approach
those options is also vital; in most
cases, nothing ventured really does
mean nothing gained. Still, most
people are risk averse, so stepping
into the unknown goes against their
nature. Taking a risk means accepting the possibility of losing something (time, money, reputation)
and, for most of us, losses are more
painful than comparable gains are
pleasurable. Most people will not
agree to flip a fair coin to either win
or lose a $1,000.9 Even if the chance
of winning is raised to 60 percent by
using a weighted coin, many are still
reluctant to risk the $1,000. But people successful in business, sports,
and other competitive fields would
probably take the 60:40 bet since
it offers a positive edge. They play
the long game, not looking at risks
in isolation, and expect to encounter
occasional setbacks.

You must be smart about
which risks to take, and
when you do, remain ever
conscious of the most you
can afford to lose.
Most people, however, are too
timid to pursue a small probability
edge because, on a single toss, the
risk seems too high. Though negative outcomes in life are seldom as
bad as envisioned, fear often causes
us to exaggerate the potential losses
in our own minds. Yet overcoming
setbacks makes us more resilient,
which is important to the pursuit

of smart luck strategies. “What
does not kill me, makes me stronger,” Nietzsche famously wrote. In
his book Antifragile, Nassim Taleb
agreed, arguing that when organizations encounter a black swan,
they should use it to become more
robust.10 Nonetheless, you must be
smart about which risks to take, and
when you do, remain ever conscious
of the most you can afford to lose.
To play a long game well, it is vital to
view each individual risk as a small
part of a much larger portfolio of
risks that you can shape.
Practical pointers: Are you wellversed in statistical thinking, including the law of large numbers, regression toward the mean, Bayesian
updating and what order statistics
are all about? There is no need to
grasp the math but do try to understand the underlying concepts.

4. Adopt a Portfolio View

Consider again that weighted coin
you can flip for a 60 percent chance
of winning $1,000 (and a 40 percent
chance of losing $1,000). If you said
no to that one flip, would you say
yes to tossing this coin 100 times?
If so, you could win or lose $100,000
at most, with a statistically expected net gain of $20,000 after 100
flips. Although any individual coin
toss entails a 40 percent chance of
losing money, your chance of losing money is less than 3 percent
after 100 independent coin tosses.11 To make the right choices in
business and life, it is important
to think in portfolio terms and ask
how the odds of winning change
under repeated plays.12 Ideally,
when considering any given risk,
you would need to consider all
other risks you face at that time from financial and health risks to
social and reputational ones – plus
all future risks you may encounter.
This range is nearly impossible to
estimate in real life, but just recognizing that your eggs are seldom
in a single basket allows you to get

a better fix on your risk exposure
while avoiding the isolation trap.
The most important factor in the
smart luck game is understanding
your overall risk-return exposure.
The aim is to look for positive edges
in your bets - from sports and investing to networking and startups - and
then play these sensible risks out
over the long haul. In his excellent
book The Success Equation, investment strategist Michael Mauboussin
examined the role of chance in four
professional sports. 13 He found that
random chance plays a lesser role in
basketball than in hockey because
players attempt more shots during
a typical season of basketball than
goals during a season of hockey. The
better team will win more reliably
the larger the sample from which
attempts are drawn. Similarly, a golf
tournament of four rounds will more
accurately identify the best player
than one single round. Portfolio analysis explores the means and variances of each individual risk, as well
as all interrelations between them,
in order to more precisely estimate
the overall risk-return balance of the
portfolio.
Practical pointers: Do you think
in terms of correlations when
analyzing risks; avoid the isolation
trap by looking at the big picture;
don’t be fooled by random chance
but instead use statistical principles
(with help if need be) to better separate signal from noise.

5. More Shots on Goal

A soccer team that makes thirty
decent shots at the goal is more
likely to win than one with just five
shots. If you blindly draw one ball
from a bowl containing one hundred
numbered balls, each number from
1 to 100 is equally likely to surface.
But if you repeat this experiment
many times, after each time putting
the ball back into the urn, the average of your scores will tend toward
50 (known as the central limit theorem). Now suppose that you can
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each time draw two balls at random
and pick the higher one; what will
the score trend toward on average?
Using the best of two random picks
per turn, the average score will rise
to 77.6. With the best of ten random
draws per turn the average will
trend toward 90.9. Order statistics
such as these are often counterintuitive since the score of the best
of n draws climbs exponentially.
The formula for uniform draws is
100*n/(n+1). The point here is that
smart luck is very much a numbers
game associated with outliers. Highly successful people typically give
themselves far more opportunities
than average in their fields, which
increases the chances of producing
an outstanding score. For example,
while average academics may publish less than fifty articles over their
entire careers, Nobel laureates may
have more than 300.
To appreciate the kind of statistical edge that comes from numerousness, just consider the full catalog of
all Pablo Picasso’s works. It includes
1,885 paintings, 1,228 sculptures,
2,880 ceramic objects and more
than 12,000 drawings. Even though
Picasso is known to most museum
visitors for no more than fifty pieces,
it took all those 18,000+ creations to
produce fifty or so masterpieces.
Likewise, when job hunting, if the
response rate is below 1 percent,
you may have to reach out more
than a hundred times to get just one
offer. Luck is very much a numbers
game, so more shots on goal help,
provided they are not just pot shots.
In the business of innovation, many
companies don’t have enough opportunities to score big and so need
to increase their chances. Pharma
companies, for example, may examine thousands of compounds to
produce a single blockbuster drug.
Most organizations can widen their
innovation pipelines by running
internal tournaments among their
employees (and others). The basic
purpose is to bring all kinds of
MBR | Spring 2021 | Volume 01 | Issue 02

ideas to the surface, at first without imposing any filters, then to do
some preliminary scoring, combine
related ideas, improve the clusters,
and further refine them.14
Practical pointers: Try to find
the statistical edge in your strategy; understand the risk of failure
through insufficient shots on goal;
examine your pipeline of business
projects to make sure the innovation funnel is well-diversified across
activities and time.

6. Build Wider Networks

Few people shape their lives all alone.
Our opportunities often come to us
through parents, teachers, coaches, coworkers, bosses, friends, role
models, and random interactions at
work, home, school, or elsewhere.
As Malcolm Gladwell pointed out
in The Tipping Point, making more
connections causes your chance of
success to increase exponentially.15
If you know only twenty people in
business, go out and expand it to a
hundred. Go to receptions you may
not feel like attending or join civic
groups and boards that may at first
hold limited appeal. Just get yourself
out there, mixing oil and water, making yourself vulnerable. Don’t judge
people at first glance and remember
to be patient. Once you have a wide
and diverse network, don’t forget
to scan the edges, rather than just
focusing on your closest contacts
and comfort zone at the middle.
Your position within your network is
as important as its breadth.
Are you a boundary spanner
with one foot in one world and the
other somewhere else? Great innovators often operate at the intersections between fields, as physicist
Francis Crick and biologist James
Watson did when discovering the
double helix structure of DNA.
Their work built on other scholars’
research in genetics and crystallography and earned them a Nobel
Prize.16 By taking part in a diversity

of networks, even as a fringe player,
you will see things that others in
your own domain may not. Sociological research has emphasized the
strength of weak ties, arguing that,
in business, acquaintances are often
more important than close friends.17
These loose bonds offer bridges
to alliance partners, distributors,
suppliers and other stakeholders
in your firmament and the more of
them you have, the better. Giving
more than you take is a proven way
to network, so say yes to most small
requests unless there are good
reasons not to.18
Practical pointers: Are you well
positioned in your current networks
or should some parts be extended;
consider both external networks
and those within your organization;
devise strategies (calls, lunches,
meetings) to spot new ideas, talent,
or weak signals.

7. Conquer Your Fears

Most people seek identity and acceptance in familiar and well-defined
groups, so moving into different
worlds is not always comfortable.
But there are clear advantages to
spreading out and allowing yourself
to be vulnerable. Children who have
moved from one country to another,
for example, are often socially and
educationally precocious. At an age
when they are naturally inclined to
seek security in a small group, their
parents’ circumstances force them
to learn new languages and geography and to make new friends. Those
who manage these challenges well
tend to develop a core confidence
that encourages them to take greater risks later in life. Displacement
theory suggests that setbacks early
in life, such as moving around, losing a parent early, or getting fired
from your first job, can build inner
strength.19 In his 2008 commencement speech at the University of
Pennsylvania, Michael Bloomberg
mentioned that he had been fired
early in his career. Although he
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was deeply upset at the time, in retrospect he viewed it as one of the
best things that ever happened to
him: painful, but also liberating and
inspiring.

Smart luck strategies
require inner confidence
as well as a tolerance for
failure and the ability to
finding silver linings in dark
clouds.
Leaders develop inner strength
by balancing risk against safety as
they mature. Historian Richard Francaviglia found it “especially revealing that most American heroes,
presidents included, have been
– and continue to be - from small
town America.”20 Presidents Harry
Truman, Jimmy Carter, Bill Clinton,
and Joe Biden all came from rural
backgrounds which helped them
build their values, viewpoints, and
personal characteristics. Perhaps
it helped that they were big fish in
small ponds before swimming out
into larger bodies of water. Helping
out on the farm or in a family business may also have instilled an early
sense of responsibility and self-reliance. Whatever the reasons, developing inner confidence is crucial
in pursuing smart luck strategies,
as well as building a tolerance for
failure and the ability to find silver
linings in dark clouds.
Practical pointers: How well
have you handled past failures and
success in terms of learning and
resilience; are you skilled at finding silver linings when things go
haywire; do you typically frame
unsuccessful projects as mistakes
or as learning opportunities?

8. Make Your Own Luck

In an uncertain world, we cannot
control everything, but we can surely change how we take risks. The

key is to develop a clear strategy
and then execute it with discipline
and a focus on intelligent process.
Although setting your sights high
is wise, focusing obsessively on
one ultimate goal may actually prevent you from pursuing the right
approach. A Spanish soccer coach
wanted passionately for his team to
win the European cup but guarded
against this kind of obsession by telling his players that being anywhere
in the top three would be fine. He
knew that it would help his team to
focus more on passing so they could
get stronger and reach the very top,
which they eventually did.
John Kay’s book Obliquity celebrates the virtues of such indirect approaches, which prioritize
mastering the fundamentals over
short term outcomes or wins.21 He
argued that Boeing’s historical focus
on ‘excellence in building airplanes’
was the key to its initial success.
The company’s field of dreams
logic was that if you build the best
planes, the money will come. Yet
too often companies reward shortterm results rather than building
excellent process, an approach
which may partly explain the fatal
crashes of two Boeing 737 Max
airplanes and the (pre-COVID-19)
subsequent grounding of hundreds
of Boeing planes worldwide. Critics have attributed the crisis to the
company’s shift from an engineering
culture to a short-term profit one,
with production speed and cost
control its paramount goal.22 Smart
luck strategies must be supported
by organizational strategies, structures, rewards, and cultures. The
eight strategies I recommend reinforce each other and should be used
in such a way that the pieces align
and form a whole. The aim is to make
yourself into a luck magnet and draw
scraps of good fortune toward you.
Practical pointers: Score your
current performance on each of the
eight strategies above and develop
plans to shore up weaknesses;

validate your self-audits by asking
trusted colleagues and friends; learn
from those who have mastered some
or all of the strategies discussed.

The Fault Lies Not in Our Stars

Most companies promote managers
for hitting designated targets rather
than for pursing the best process
strategy. A good plan which fails is
seldom rewarded, even if it had evident merit. But some companies do
inculcate a smart process mindset
in their culture and try to reward
it. Susquehanna Investment Group,
a Philadelphia options trading firm,
for example, uses poker to teach
new hires how to make smart process moves. Participants learn that
it is not about what hand they were
dealt, but about how well they play
the cards they have. In the same
spirit, Susquehanna determines
bonuses based on the merit of the
reasons given for a particular trade
in advance, rather than by whether
the move paid off in the end. Has
your organization ever given a performance reward for an excellent
plan that happened to fail? Although
most companies only reward good
outcomes in the short term, good
processes yield the best outcomes
in the long run.
Too many people settle for
dumb luck and hope for the best,
when they should be orchestrating
smart luck. Although success in
work and life often appears to be
the result of random events, in truth
the lucky ones often managed the
broader context better. Some people
may attribute their success to a few
key breaks, such as a professor who
helped them or an introduction
that opened a vital door, but others
emphasize that they made sure to
talk to all their professors and solicited many introductions before the
one that really mattered. This more
deliberate perspective is crucial to
shifting your view from dumb luck to
smart luck. Those who get ahead in
life tend to understand that there is
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Figure 2: Roadmap for Smart Luck
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more to luck than pure chance. They
appreciate that they can orchestrate
circumstances which are more likely
to produce successful outcomes.
In closing, Figure 2 summarizes
the various keys you can use to
unlock the hidden opportunities
that surround you. Don’t fall victim
to negative self-fulfilling prophecies like the belief that you are
inherently mediocre or somehow
doomed to bad luck. If you have
not been very lucky yet, blame
yourself, not the stars. If you never
reach beyond your grasp, you will
never find out how great you can
be. Keep in mind that the strategies above are meant as guidelines
and avoid overdoing any single one
of them. You don’t need to move to
a new town every year, seek out
MBR | Spring 2021 | Volume 01 | Issue 02

reckless risks, or waste time and
money on random shots. And don’t
pin your hopes in life on dumb luck
like winning the lottery. Instead,
practice these strategies and, stepby-step, create your own smart
luck. As golf great Gary Player
observed after years of winning,
“the more I practice, the luckier I
get.”
Test your Smart Luck savvy at
www.corpu.com/q2-tech/smart-luck
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